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 This report describes the duties and responsibilities involved in a 480-hour marketing and 
development internship from June to December of 2014 with Southern Rep Theatre. This first-
hand research, supplemented by an earlier, shorter period as a box office associate from February 
to April of 2014, is used to examine the marketing, development, and managerial practices of the 
company. This examination includes a SWOT analysis, second-hand research into best practices, 
and recommendations for the company’s future. Southern Rep is a three decade old 501(c)3 not-
for-profit professional theatre company based in New Orleans, which places a special emphasis 
on producing new works by contemporary playwrights.
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Chapter One: Southern Rep Theatre 
 
History 
 Southern Rep Theatre was founded in New Orleans in 1986 by Rosary O’Neill, a local 
playwright and academic. Under her direction, the company focused on producing established 
plays in a Mainstage Season of fully-staged work, as well as promoting new work through the 
Southern New Plays Festival, presented annually until 2006. O’Neill’s play Wishing Aces was 
included as a part of the Third Southern New Plays Festival. Eight more of her plays were 
premiered at Southern Rep between 1992 and 2001, three of which were re-staged by Southern 
Rep in Paris, Tblisi, and Budapest. Southern Rep’s 1991-1992 season production of An Evening 
with Tennessee Williams was re-staged by the company in Moscow. Southern Rep moved into a 
permanent location at Canal Place during the 1993-1994 season. O’Neill left New Orleans in 
2001. 
 Ryan Rillette served as producing artistic director from 2002 to 2007. During this time, 
Southern Rep joined the National New Play Network1 and expanded its commitment to 
contemporary American playwrights with productions of regional and world premieres as a part 
of the Southern New Play Festival. Hurricane Katrina forced the company to suspend its 
operations between August of 2005 and April of 2006. Upon reopening, Southern Rep renamed 
the Southern New Play Festival as the New Play Bacchanal, and world premieres were 
incorporated into the Mainstage Season. 
                                                             
1 An alliance of nonprofit theatres focused on promoting new play development. http://nnpn.org/about/overview 
(Accessed March 22, 2015). 
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 Aimée Hayes was appointed producing artistic director in 2007 and has continued to 
expand Southern Rep’s involvement with new play development. In addition to regional and 
world premieres, the company has its Lagniappe Series, which includes staged readings and 
workshop productions of new one-act plays by local writers, as well as Debauchery!, a monthly, 
live soap opera, and the Ruby Prize, an annual award for women playwrights of color. 
 In January of 2012, Southern Rep was forced out of its long-held lease at Canal Place, 
and has since produced its Mainstage Season and Lagniappe Series “on the road,” at a number of 
venues throughout the city. 
 
Mission 
 The mission of Southern Rep Theatre is to “develop and produce new plays that reflect 
the diversity of the city it calls home, to provide our audience with professional theatre of the 
highest artistic quality and achievement, and to establish a creative working environment that 
nurtures theatre professionals. As New Orleans’ only year round professional theatre, we strive 
to use the artistry of theater to enlighten, educate, and entertain audiences, and further extend that 
service through educational and outreach programs.”2 
 
Organization Structure and Administration 
 A 501(c)3 not-for-profit corporation, Southern Rep is governed by a fourteen-member 
board of directors. The six officers include a president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, and 
two immediate past presidents. 
                                                             
2 http://www.southernrep.com/mission/ (Accessed March 17, 2015). 
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 The producing artistic director is Aimée Hayes, whose office combines the 
responsibilities of an artistic director with those closer to the managing director and finance 
director of a larger performing arts company. Hayes has ultimate authority over matters of 
administration, and hiring and firing power for both administrative and production staff. 
 During the later months of my internship, the marketing manager was Michelle Moore. 
Previously, the company had a combined marketing and development director, Rachel Gorman, 
who left New Orleans mid-way through my internship and was retained part-time and over long 
distance as a grant writer through December of 2014. During the final months of my internship 
Southern Rep did not employ a full-time development director. Over the years, the roles of 
marketing director and development director have been filled by a variety of positions, dedicated 
or otherwise. 
 Southern Rep has a limited marketing budget. Therefore print and television advertising 
is typically eschewed in favor of glossy mailers, in-house printed matte finish posters, street 
teaming of collateral, email marketing, radio spots on NPR-affiliate WWNO, and social media, 
particularly Facebook and Twitter. Stories are frequently published by the Times-Picayune in 
advance of each production’s opening night, and the cast and crew of Southern Rep productions 
have been featured on daytime local television. Southern Rep productions are reviewed by the 
Times-Picayune, Gambit Weekly, and others. Southern Rep’s graphic designer and web 
developer are both third-party contractors. 
 Box office manager Lesley DeMartin and box office associate Josh Smith manage season 
subscriptions and single-ticket sales over the phone and through Seat Advisor. Their 
responsibilities extend to managing front-of-house during performances of all Mainstage, 
Lagniappe, and Afterschool and Summer Camp Workshop productions. DeMartin also fills a 
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number of roles that would not otherwise be considered the responsibility of a box office 
manager, including but not limited to overseeing the company’s Annual Ask (the annual appeal 
for individual donations) from mailing letters to coordinating thank-you packages. Josh Smith is 
also the volunteer coordinator which involves, as the title suggests, securing and managing 
volunteers for ushering and other forms of event participation. Josh Smith also has proficiency 
with creative software that allows him to contribute to in-house graphic design needs if 
necessary. 
 Laura Friedmann is the company’s education director, overseeing the Afterschool and 
Summer Workshops, YONOLA, and the Student Matinee Program.3 She is responsible for 
selecting and directing plays for Workshop productions, as well as leading the YONOLA 
program. In addition to coordinating student matinees for the Mainstage Season, Friedmann also 
writes the study guides distributed to teachers of school groups in attendance. 
 The company’s literary manager is Jessica Podewell, whose largest responsibility is 
coordinating the 3x3 and 6x6 programs for the Lagniappe Series.4 She supervises the progress of 
the 6x6 and 3x3 playwrights and acts as the main point of communication and oversight between 
their work and the administrative office. 
 Technical director Alex Smith is the only production staff employed by Southern Rep 
year-round rather than on a production-by-production basis. Prior to Alex Smith’s hiring, the 
company employed stage manager Elizabeth Harwood as production manager. In addition to his 
regular duties as technical director for Southern Rep’s productions, Alex Smith took over 
Harwood’s responsibility for maintaining the company’s set and properties storage. 
                                                             




 During my internship, Southern Rep created the position of office manager for Reagan 
White. Her responsibilities evolved to include maintaining office supplies, assisting Hayes, and 
other miscellaneous administrative duties, including but not limited to scheduling auditions and 
checking the office voicemail. 
 Southern Rep does not take on interns on a year-round schedule. Each summer there is an 
Intern Company of undergraduate students, predominantly from Loyola University. They are 
primarily engaged with assisting Friedmann with the Summer Workshops, as well as with 
providing administrative assistance as needed. My internship was created based on my desire to 
gain experience in marketing and development. Previous graduate-level internships have 
similarly been based on the intersection of individuals’ goals and the company’s needs. 
 The marketing manager, box office manager, education director, and literary manager all 
answer directly to Aimée Hayes and attend the weekly staff meeting. This meeting is intended to 
ensure that administrative staff, the technical director, and the stage manager of the current 
production communicate to Hayes and to their peers how their various responsibilities and 
projects are currently tracking, and that all have the opportunity to address challenges or crises as 
needed. A meeting typically begins with Hayes outlining her current activities and goals for the 
company, and then goes around the table for every staff member. There is also a weekly box 
office meeting, normally held immediately prior to the general staff meeting, between Hayes, the 
marketing manager, and the box office staff. It should be noted that the marketing manager does 
not have direct authority over the box office staff but holds a position parallel to the box office 
manager, dividing responsibility for earned revenue. 
 Following the conclusion of my internship there were changes to the staff of Southern 
Rep that are taken into consideration in the final chapter of this report. Moore left the company 
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in February of 2015 and soon after a managing director and replacement grant writer were hired. 
I am unable to describe with any first-hand authority if or how this has affected the 
administrative reality of the company. Because of the recent nature of these developments and 
the fact that the lack of a marketing manager is, as with the lack of a development director, 
unlikely to be a permanent reality for the company, I do not believe that these recent changes 





 Southern Rep Theatre is a nonprofit, professional, producing theatre company that 
operates under Actors Equity Association’s New Orleans Central Agreement. It produces four 
fully-staged, professional productions from fall to spring every year as its Mainstage Season. In 
keeping with Southern Rep’s commitment to contemporary theatre, at least one production every 
year is either a world or regional premiere. As a member of the National New Play Network, 
Southern Rep participates in that organization’s Rolling World Premieres, in which three or more 
NNPN-member companies produce the same new work within twelve months of one another 
with modest financial assistance from the National New Play Network. 
 Productions typically run four weeks, with evening performances Thursday through 
Sunday, and matinees on Sunday. The first week of a run usually begins with preview 
performances Wednesday through Friday, with an official opening night with full-price tickets 
on Saturday. Since losing its main venue at Canal Place in 2012, Southern Rep has staged its 
Mainstage productions at a number of New Orleans venues, including Mid-City Theatre, the 
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Ashé Cultural Arts Center, and the Art Klub. The average seating capacity of these venues has 
been just over 100. 
 Full priced adult tickets for Mainstage productions are $40 for the current 2014-2015 
season, with discounts available for seniors, students, teachers, members of the military, theatre 
professionals, and groups of ten or more. Ten dollar student rush tickets are also available ten 
minutes before curtain on Thursday evening performances. Southern Rep offers season 
subscriptions that confer both a reduced cost for individual tickets as well as a number of 
perks—including the ability to exchange performances without charge—not available to single-
ticket purchasers. Because Southern Rep does not have a permanent venue, rather than reserving 
seats for set dates at the start of the season “Priority Patrons” (as subscribers are called) instead 
reserve tickets for dates as they approach and can request seating arrangements as space and 
demand allows. Season subscriptions only cover the Mainstage Season, and Priority Patrons 
must purchase their tickets for other events separately. 
Lagniappe Series 
 In addition to its Mainstage Season, Southern Rep also produces the Lagniappe Series, an 
array of regularly and irregularly scheduled programs focused on providing opportunities for 
emerging theatre professionals. 
 6x6: The New PlaySlam is a monthly program in which a group of playwrights are 
presented with a theme and must quickly submit a ten minute play on that theme. Six of these 
submissions are selected and given a staged reading for a single performance. Literary manager 
Podewell maintains a regular group of 6x6 playwrights who are given the opportunity to submit. 
Recent themes have included “Sharks,” “Carol,” and “The Battle of New Orleans.” 
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 3x3: The One Acts is an evening of three one-act plays. This program, presented a few 
times a year, gives select 6x6 alumni a few months to develop one-act plays to be staged off-
book in a workshop production. Each new slate of plays are performed together in a two night 
run. 
 Debauchery! is a live, monthly soap opera written by Pat Bourgeois. The serial is a 
parody of soap operatic conventions and features a cast of regular, recurring, and guest stars. As 
with televised soap operas, Debauchery! relies on its regular audience, and its author operates an 
official fan page on Facebook. 6x6, 3x3, and Debauchery! are all currently presented by 
Southern Rep at Mid-City Theatre. 
 Southern Rep also offers the Ruby Prize, an annual award given for a new play by a 
woman playwright of color. The award is named in honor of Ruby Bridges, the first African-
American child to enroll in a white school during desegregation. The winner is awarded a 
$10,000 prize, a play development workshop at the annual New Play Bacchanal, a sponsored trip 
to New York, and a writing residency at Hedgebrook, a literary nonprofit for women writers 
located at Whidbey Island in Washington state. In addition, two finalists are selected to have 
their plays read at the Bacchanal. 
Arts Education 
 Southern Rep refers to its Arts Education programs collectively as the “School to Stage 
Pipeline,” the aim of which is to give students opportunities that range from attending Mainstage 
performances to creating their own ensemble-based work. 
 Friedmann, Southern Rep’s education director, works with area schools and the 
production staff to coordinate free and discount student matinees for appropriate Mainstage 
productions. For each production, teachers are provided with a study guide prepared by the 
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education director, and after a performance students can participate in a “talk back” with the cast 
and crew of the production. This program helps teachers meet Louisiana Education Benchmarks 
& Standards.5 
 Afterschool Workshops are available for students ages 4-8 and 9-12, and Summer 
Workshops are available for students ages 4-8, 9-12, and 13-18. Workshops are always musical 
theatre workshops, and each involves a combination of basic acting and music training in 
addition to the rehearsal and performance of a musical play directed by Friedmann. The 9-12 age 
range was originally added for the fall of 2014 Afterschool Workshops in response to requests 
for a “tween camp” giving more opportunities for students of that in-between age range. The 
initial offering struggled to enroll enough participants, but the fact that it is returning for the 
summer suggests that Hayes and Friedmann have hope for its success. Up to three scholarships 
are available to encourage a diverse participation. 
 Youth Onstage New Orleans, LA—abbreviate as YONOLA—provides underserved fifth-
grade students in New Orleans’ Treme-Lafitte neighborhood a free, weekly, in-school intensive. 
Theatre professionals and instructors in a variety of different disciplines are brought in to teach 
students about acting, directing, writing, and designing for live performance. Each semester, 
students in the intensive produce an original, ensemble-created work. The program is run in 
partnership with SUCCESS Prep Academy6 and KIDsmART.7 
 
                                                             
5 For more information on Louisiana Education Benchmarks & Standards: 
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/academic-standards (Accessed April 9, 2015). 
6 Develops leadership skills in students intending to go to college. 
http://successpreparatory.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=216142&type=d (Accessed March 17, 2015). 
7 Focused on integrating arts education into school curriculum. http://www.kidsmart.org/what_we_do.html 




 According to Southern Rep’s projected budget for fiscal year 2015,8 which begins on July 
1, 2014 and ends on June 30, 2015, Southern Rep projects a total annual income of $576,240 and 
annual expenses totaling $570,707, leaving an income in excess of expenses of $5,533. Earned 
revenue represents over half of annual income at $329,240, of which $247,005 is projected from 
box office revenue. Contributed income is projected at $247,000 (equivalent to box office 
earnings). Foundation, corporate, and government support total $113,000. An additional $78,000 
is derived from individual and board donations, and special events net $56,000. 
  
                                                             
8 Appendix A. 
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Chapter Two: The Internship 
 
Duties and Responsibilities 
 My decision to intern with Southern Rep Theatre was the result of working for the 
company for three months as a box office associate while the usual associate was performing in 
Southern Rep’s production of The Night of the Iguana from February to April of 2014. The UNO 
faculty agreed to my continuing with the same company so long as I did not work in the capacity 
of a box office associate during the time of the internship, and the staff of Southern Rep agreed 
to this restriction. 
 My internship was in the areas of marketing and development, originally under the 
supervision of Rachel Gorman, who was at that time the marketing and development director. 
According to my original Letter of Offer, my duties and responsibilities were to include: 
… [assisting] with the development, design, implementation, and dissemination of 
traditional marketing collateral (posters, postcards, brochures, etc), email and social 
marketing strategies, individual donor campaigns, newsletters, and collateral, interactive 
lobby displays, and special events. Interns research and foster opportunities for strategic 
community partnerships, relationships with special event speakers, new methods of 
audience engagement, potential grant opportunities, and new corporate partnerships. 
Interns also assist with the planning and implementation of the editorial calendar, 
production-related special events, and perform additional duties on an as-needed basis.9 
While the scope of my duties and responsibilities eventually came to encompass almost all of 
these activities, circumstances led to my work dividing into three major phases over the course of 
                                                             
9 Appendix B. 
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the six month internship, punctuated by the departure of Gorman as marketing and development 
director and the eventual hiring of Michelle Moore as marketing manager. In the first phase, I 
worked independently on a series of projects under Gorman’s supervision. In the second phase, I 
directly implemented Southern Rep’s marketing strategy under Hayes’ supervision. In the third 
phase, I had a regular schedule of ongoing responsibilities under Moore’s supervision. 
 
First Phase: June 2-September 1 
 I began my internship by assisting with the preparation for Southern Rep’s Annual Gala, 
as well as assisting during the event itself on June 3. Subsequent to this, Rachel Gorman spoke 
with me about what were to be the bulk of my tasks over the summer. To begin with, I was to 
create a folder archive of the Gala and prepare hand-written thank-you notes for those who 
contributed items to the silent and live auctions. Long term assignments were to include 
researching corporate sponsorships and grants, designing and composing a donor newsletter, 
selecting past production photos as well as pulling quotes to incorporate into a new website that 
was then being designed, and researching the production history of plays that received world 
premieres with Southern Rep. Gorman and I were to have weekly meetings on Mondays to 
assess the progress of these assignments in advance of the general staff meetings on Tuesdays. 
 Producing the hand-written thank-you notes consumed much of the first two weeks of my 
internship due to both the time it took to write all of the notes as well as the ever expanding and 
evolving list of individuals and groups who needed the letters. These recipients also had a 
formal, typed thank-you letter for tax purposes included with the hand-written note. Individuals 
who purchased tables for dinner received a similar typed letter but no hand-written note. Each 
typed letter had to be filled out with the correct dollar amounts before they were printed out and 
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stuffed. Keeping track of the individuals and companies involved proved helpful when it came 
time to create the folder archive for the event. 
 For researching foundation and corporate grants for both a potential capital campaign as 
well as general operational support, Gorman or Hayes would give me a name or list of names 
and I would collect and present as much information as I could find on those prospects and the 
companies they had awarded in the past. This was often challenging as I found that a great many 
foundations have a poor or non-existent web presence. I was also sent off-site to the offices of 
the Louisiana Association of Nonprofit Organizations (LANO) to use its free-of-charge access to 
the Foundation Center’s Grant Search database, both to conduct blind searches as well as to find 
more information on already identified prospective foundations. I also identified local consulting 
firms with experience in feasibility consulting for nonprofits. 
 The donor newsletter originated as a promise to those who contributed to the Annual Ask 
in the fall of 2013. Thank-you packages for that year’s donors were sent out in the spring of 
2014, during the time I was employed by Southern Rep as a box office associate but, as of June, 
no work had been done towards the newsletter. Gorman assigned me to design and write the 
newsletter for the summer with the expectation that the resulting template could be used for 
future editions. 
 I proposed that each newsletter should include a “Word from Aimée Hayes,” a Q&A with 
an individual involved in one production, a profile of an individual involved in another, and 
more general information regarding Southern Rep and the Mainstage Season to fill the layout. 
Gorman agreed to the features and that the newsletter should fill the front and back of one letter-
size sheet of paper. Since the upcoming productions for the fall were the National New Play 
Network Rolling World Premiere of Broomstick and the regional premiere of Detroit, I drafted a 
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series of questions for John Biguenet, the author of Broomstick, and a profile of Lisa D’Amour, 
the author of Detroit. Gorman selected the questions she would send to Biguenet, and gave me 
revisions on the profile of D’Amour. On the day that I was going to provide Gorman with the 
second draft of the profile, it was announced that Detroit would be pushed to June of 2015 and 
be replaced in the late fall by a Lagniappe Series production of A Christmas Carol, so the profile 
of D’Amour had to be shelved in favor of a profile of John “Spud” McConnell, who was 
reprising the role of Scrooge from Southern Rep’s 2012 production of the same adaptation. For 
reasons of space, only four of Biguenet’s responses could be included. I applied my knowledge 
of Adobe InDesign to learn Microsoft Publisher in order to complete this project.10 
 Selecting production photos for use on the then in-development website was a simple, but 
time consuming, process. Hundreds of photos from all Southern Rep productions dating back to 
2007 are stored on the office server. For each production photo album, I went through and made 
simple yes or no selections, followed by a second pass to end up with only the most dynamic 
selections that would be visually appealing when cropped horizontally as header images. 
 Southern Rep did not have a record of the subsequent production history of the plays that 
it had premiered. For this project, I used Southern Rep’s catalogue of its past productions, which 
indicates world premieres, and researched these titles online. This required deeper research into 
the early history of Southern Rep, and in some cases the history of a play and its author, as it was 
not always clear whether an early production was a premiere, a short piece, a full production, or 
a staged reading. After speaking with Gorman and Hayes, I focused on fully-staged, full-length 
world premieres in both the Mainstage Season and Lagniappe Series, and only documented 
subsequent productions that were likewise fully-staged, disregarding staged readings. This 
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information was used by Gorman in grant applications, and should be of value to the company in 
the future, especially if the catalogue is periodically updated. 
 During the first two months of the internship, my schedule was very irregular as the 
aforementioned Monday meetings were almost never observed and it was often unclear when 
Gorman would be available to go over the progress of my work. Often, my current slate of 
projects would be either finished or unable to proceed without instruction or assessment. At these 
times, I would give her either an update or a deliverable, depending on the nature of the project, 
and on some occasions had to wait days to receive feedback and new assignments. This situation 
improved during the last few weeks that Gorman was in New Orleans, as the large number of 
grant applications due in the summer were completed, and there came to be more tasks that 
required us to interact directly on a regular basis. 
 As the original projects came to completion, additional assignments included creating a 
spreadsheet of local ad rates, creating an introduction for a proposed media kit, compiling 
checklists for grant applications in order of due date to help Hayes keep track of the development 
process (Hayes is responsible for preparing any financial documentation that needs to be 
attached to an application), copyediting grant applications, creating Facebook events, 
miscellaneous office-related tasks, and becoming familiar with Constant Contact. Southern Rep 
uses Constant Contact for both e-blasts to its general contact list and press releases to media 
contacts. Email marketing became a major ongoing responsibility for me following Gorman’s 
departure. The aforementioned media kit never came to fruition, but the introduction I created 
was eventually adapted into a page on the company’s new website.11 It was also during this time 
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that Gorman announced that she leaving New Orleans in September, but would continue to write 
grants for Southern Rep till the end of 2014. 
 Gorman wanted to begin preparing the company’s newly designed website so that it 
would be ready to go live by the end of August, prior to her departure. Complicating matters, this 
subject was not raised until the staff meeting in the first week of August, and she would be on 
vacation for the second and third week of August. This left only one week before her vacation 
and one week after it for us to work together. Southern Rep’s old website was updated and 
maintained by the company’s third-party graphic designer, whereas the new website would be a 
custom Wordpress template designed by a third-party developer but updated in-house by the 
Southern Rep staff. 
 After working with Gorman the day before she left for her vacation, I took over the 
responsibility of inputting the content of the website and ensuring its functionality before it could 
be shown to Hayes for final approval. This involved extensive communication with the 
developer, as well as an off-site meeting, so that he could address my concerns as they arose. 
Gorman had not left me with any details of the original design expectations, and it was a 
challenge both before and after the launch of the website to determine what adjustments fell 
within the scope of the developer’s contract and what he would consider additional design work 
requiring new fees. I also worked together with other members of the staff to ensure that the 
pages on the website pertaining to their departments were sufficiently detailed. This project also 
had to be balanced with the other responsibilities that had been left to me during Gorman’s 
vacation. When Gorman returned we continued making adjustments until it was ready for Hayes’ 
final approval. Then we learned that the developer would be out of the country for the next few 




Second Phase: September 2-September 21 
 Gorman left behind a Marketing Manual to help her replacement, as well as Hayes and 
me, in ensuring that the normal marketing strategy and practices of Southern Rep continued with 
minimal interruption. Included in the Manual was a suggested marketing calendar for the season. 
Hayes and I went over the plan for the month of September, during which time Southern Rep 
would be rehearsing and promoting the upcoming premiere of Broomstick. She delegated to me 
responsibilities that included email marketing through Constant Contact, writing press releases,12 
updating Facebook, scheduling the publicity and production photo shoots for Broomstick, and 
working with Southern Rep’s graphic designer and printer to complete the season brochure13 and 
Broomstick postcard.14 Since my part-time schedule limited how much work I could complete 
each week, Hayes delegated other jobs on the marketing calendar to White and DeMartin. 
Additional duties for me included assisting Gorman and Hayes in the preparation of grant 
applications over long distance, checking the company’s “PR” email account (where all 
responses to e-blasts and press releases are sent), and responding to requests for information 
from the press forwarded to me by Hayes. I also took the opportunity created by the web 
developer’s absence to help all members of the staff to log into the unpublished website and 
provide me with feedback on the pages relevant to their work. 
 During this time I was effectively responsible for carrying out Southern Rep’s marketing 
strategy, although under a greater amount of supervision by Hayes than I might have experienced 
had I been a salaried employee. Since my duties and responsibilities were becoming more 
                                                             
12 Appendix E. 
13 Appendix F. 
14 Appendix G. 
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regular and ongoing, and to facilitate communication with Hayes, I established a four-hour-a-
day, five-day-a-week schedule in the office that became my routine for the remainder of the 
internship. 
 
Third Phase: September 22-December 5 
 On Michelle Moore’s first day, we had a meeting in which I explained to her the work 
that I had been doing in the absence of a full-time marketing manager. Since I was more familiar 
than her with both Constant Contact and Wordpress, email marketing and website maintenance 
remained my core responsibilities. I also initiated a Throwback Thursday15 series for Southern 
Rep’s Facebook page using my knowledge of Southern Rep’s photographic archives, continued 
to assist Gorman and Hayes with fund development, and performed any additional assignments 
as they arose. 
 When I first became involved with Southern Rep’s email marketing, little time or effort 
had been put into the look of what was sent out, or into a regular, planned schedule of e-blasts. 
Emails typically featured Southern Rep’s orange, red, and yellow color palette, but with a 
cluttered standard template and with little consideration for visual elegance, resulting in a dated 
and unprofessional appearance.16 After Moore arrived and I had more time available, I began 
experimenting with cleaner, more modern approaches17 and we agreed that improving the look of 
Southern Rep’s email marketing was to be a priority going forward. 
 Gorman had prescribed the sending of twice-weekly e-blasts in the lead up to and run of 
Broomstick, which through my coursework at UNO I understood to be an excessive schedule. I 
                                                             
15 A social media trend of posting remarks and images related to the past of an individual or organization. 
16 Appendix H. 
17 Appendix I. 
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was reluctant to change this since my goal during the interim period had been to follow the 
Marketing Manual and calendar as given. Moore shared my concern about overwhelming our 
contact list, but we found it a challenge at first to bring the staff to appreciate the need for 
limiting our e-blasts to once a week except in the rarest of circumstances. I printed out a chart 
and table of our declining open rates and increasing opt-out rates over the period of increased 
scheduling since late August, which Moore was able to use in making our case. 
 Moore and Hayes became interested in this data provided by Constant Contact. Hayes 
attended Playwrights Horizons’ production of Bootycandy and received a thank-you email from 
them, which she and Moore decided we should emulate for Broomstick. The plan was for me to 
create distinct thank-you emails for both single-ticket buyers and subscribers, and to send these 
emails after every performance using addresses obtained by the box office. We would then look 
at the open, click-through, and opt-out rate for both groups for each performance. Various 
versions of these thank-you emails were tested, some focusing on Broomstick18 but others 
emphasizing A Christmas Carol19 or upgrading to season subscriptions,20 with distinct color 
palettes for each but the template remaining the same. I pointed out early on that neither “Donate 
Now” nor “Support Us” buttons were clicked by single-ticket buyers. Moore agreed to let me 
replace this button with one to “Buy Tickets” for A Christmas Carol, which proved far more 
effective. During this experiment, we did not add newly acquired contacts to the general list until 
after the run of Broomstick was complete. 
 Moore and Hayes liked the template that I created for these thank-you emails, and it 
became Southern Rep’s standard template for all e-blasts going forward. Moore had our graphic 
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designer create headers for different productions and programs based on our pre-existing 
artwork, and I sampled the colors in each of these headers to establish distinct color palettes to be 
used depending on the content of each e-blast. The standard procedure for email marketing was 
for me to prepare an email and draft its language based on the evolving schedule, and for it to be 
copyedited first by Moore and then by Hayes. Moore and I endeavored to schedule e-blasts as 
many hours or days in advance as possible. 
 For Throwback Thursday, each week I posted a production photo from a previous season 
with that production’s credits. I had originally intended to cleverly tie in each week’s post with 
current and upcoming events from Southern Rep, but stopped after the first month as the 
connections became increasingly tenuous. I found a CD-binder with photos that predated what 
was available on the office server, which helped to extend the life of the series. 
 One of my more significant development-related tasks during this phase was to help 
Gorman put together Southern Rep’s progress report for its grant from the Foundation for  
Entertainment Development and Education. In addition to copyediting and acting as a go-
between to collect needed documents from various departments, I also assembled a PDF of 
production photos and marketing collateral from the summer and fall up to that point. 
 Another development project was assisting with Southern Rep’s annual grant application 
to the Shubert Foundation. For me, this included copyediting, finding multiple reviews for every 
Mainstage production going back two full seasons plus the current one, as well as typing up 




 At Hayes’ request and in anticipation of Gorman’s last day as a grant writer and my last 
day as an intern, I created a wall calendar of upcoming grant-related due dates for the months to 
follow. 
 Additional responsibilities included but were not limited to assisting with rough drafts 
and copyediting for press releases and other documents, creating events on Facebook, updating 
social media, compiling content for the playbill for A Christmas Carol, and joining other staff 
members in filling envelopes for the Annual Ask. Maintaining the website, which went live soon 
after Moore’s arrival, became a shared responsibility as Moore became more familiar with 
Wordpress in general and the custom template in particular. I created a guide to updating the 
website back in August, which I made available on the office server and occasionally updated as 
the design was adjusted before and after the launch. It was my intention that anyone who had to 
update the website in my absence would be able to use the guide for assistance and pointers. 
 Starting at this time, a major focus for the whole company was preparation for the 
premiere of Boudin: The New Orleans Music Project in April of 2015. The project, in 
partnership with WWOZ, was conceived by Sean Daniels (at that time an artist-in-residence for 
the Geva Theatre Center in Rochester, New York), and was to be curated by Daniels and Hayes 
from written, audio, or video submissions answering the question: “How has New Orleans music 
saved your soul?” Claire Bangser, a local “visual storyteller,” was hired as an artistic coordinator 
responsible for organizing the volunteer “Story Krewe.” There was also a call for visual art 
submissions to be incorporated into the set design of the production. A carefully designed and 
implemented marketing strategy was needed in order to explain the unique nature of Boudin to 
the press and general public. 
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 Moore and I worked together with Bangser, whose job included creating and maintaining 
a Boudin Story Krewe Tumblr, to develop the artwork and language for the project in order for it 
to be both visually striking but consistent across all media. Hayes was extremely exacting about 
uniformity across e-blasts, Tumblr, invitations, and other physical and electronic collateral. My 
contributions to the project included assisting Moore and Bangser, writing a “one-pager” to be 
handed out explaining the various components of the project,21 creating a profile and campaign 
on the online platform Submittable to manage the visual art submissions, and assisting with the 
Boudin launch party at the New Orleans Music Factory on the penultimate day of the internship. 
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Chapter Three: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 
 
Strengths 
New Play Development 
 Southern Rep Theatre’s first and foremost strength is its commitment to new play 
development. Its membership in the National New Play Network, involvement in numerous 
Rolling World Premieres and conventional world premieres, as well as its support of emerging 
local playwrights through the Lagniappe Series establish a point of differentiation for the 
company and help to set it apart from other theatre producers in the city of New Orleans. Aimée 
Hayes and the staff of Southern Rep are passionate about contemporary theatre and dedicated to 
the mission of the company. Producing new plays also helps the company to build relationships 
with playwrights across the nation. 
Reputation 
 Southern Rep has sustained a devoted core of patrons despite lacking a permanent venue, 
having performances around the city, and producing unfamiliar content. This is because of the 
dedication and expertise that the company has shown over its nearly thirty-year existence. Local 
print media have testified to the reputation that Southern Rep has cultivated for itself.22 It is seen 
as not only New Orleans’ professional theatre company but as a company with a unique purpose 
and production history. 
                                                             
22 Theodore P. Mahne, “Southern Rep’s ‘Streetcar’ Worth the Ride for Hayes’ Performance as Blanche,” The Times-
Picayune (March 26, 2012), http://www.nola.com/arts/index.ssf/2012/03/southern_reps_streetcar_worth.html 
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The Board of Directors 
 The members of the board at Southern Rep are generous with their money and their time, 
but are not overly involved with the day-to-day administration of the company. At fourteen 
members, the board is of average size for a governing body of a theatre company of Southern 
Rep’s budget and longevity.23 There is also a good mixture of long-time members and 
newcomers, allowing the governing body to benefit from greater experience and institutional 
memory as well as fresh approaches and ideas. 
Weekly Staff Meetings 
 During my internship, the weekly staff meetings—mentioned earlier in this report—were 
always observed except in the most extenuating circumstances. For an administrative staff as 
small as Southern Rep’s, having a meeting in which the entire team can understand what is going 
on in each department and with each staff member is invaluable. Everyone is able to see how 
they and others are contributing to a larger goal. Since every staff member has the opportunity to 
provide updates and ask questions on a weekly basis, challenges can be addressed as they 
approach rather than as they are happening or have already happened as is the case when 
workplaces have monthly or irregular meetings. 
Flexible Season Subscriptions 
 Southern Rep’s use of a “flex plan”-type season subscription model is in line with a 
general trend in American theatre that allows patrons to enjoy the benefits of a traditional 
subscription package but in a way that is more attuned to contemporary lifestyles and 
expectations of convenience, low pressure, and flexibility.24 Rather than commit to seats and 
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dates for an entire season of plays in advance, patrons appreciate knowing that they do not have 
to select a date until closer to the run of each play, and that they will not be penalized if they 
need to change their plans during the run. 
 
Weaknesses 
Flat Organizational Structure 
 Southern Rep has a flat organizational structure, in which employees—with the possible 
exception of the box office associate—are on the same level answering to a single manager. This 
hierarchy is to be expected for a company with only ten or so staff members at any given time, 
but it does have its weaknesses. Flat organization tends to be used in situations in which one 
manager oversees employees without middle management. However, at Southern Rep, those 
employees are all “managers” or “directors” with departments of their own but no staff. The 
practical result is that employees have titles and responsibilities, but lack authority and support. 
 Even with these titles, Southern Rep employees tend to fall into a trap common in other 
flat structures, where job functions become unclear and for many projects everyone becomes a 
generalist. At Southern Rep, this is because, regardless of the titles that have been assigned, there 
are plenty of gaps and grey areas and at the end of the day certain tasks need to be done and 
someone has to perform them. Gaps lead to occasions where staff members are asked to take 
time away from their regular duties and take responsibility for tasks outside of the scope of their 
positions. Grey areas lead to occasions where staff members take responsibility for tasks that 
would be better handled by different departments. 
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No Permanent Venue 
 Not having a permanent venue has placed a logistical strain on the company. It is also a 
frequent topic of conversation between patrons, the press, and the staff. Beyond inquiries into 
when Southern Rep will have a new “home,” there are also occasional complaints from patrons 
regarding the quality of the venues rented for performances. For example, the Art Klub—used 
most recently by Southern Rep for its production of The Night of the Iguana in the spring of 
2014—was objected to by some who were dissatisfied with the building’s lack of restroom 
facilities and unfinished interior. Furthermore, the office space that Southern Rep is currently 
renting is very small and shares a conference room with other tenants, making it difficult to hold 
meetings. 
No Market Segmentation or Targeting 
 Currently, Southern Rep assumes that its audience is uniform across all platforms, 
including Facebook, Twitter, other social media, email, printed collateral, advertising, and press. 
The company understands that the individual potential patrons receiving e-blasts may not be the 
same individuals looking at posters in coffee shops, but at this time the approach used for the one 
is the same as the approach used for the other. 
Donor Levels and Benefits 
 Southern Rep’s individual donor fundraising includes donor benefits that are cost 
inefficient at the lower end and impractical at the higher end. The core of its efforts is the so-
called “Annual Ask,” a letter campaign asking for support that is mailed every fall to priority 
patrons as well as others who have donated in the past or are thought to be potential supporters. 
Most respondents contribute less than $500. The donor levels, of which there are eight, range 
from $100-$149 to $10,000-$19,000. The benefits associated with each level are too numerous 
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and too easily earned. Even those donating $100-$149 are entitled to a commemorative poster 
and invitations to special cocktail parties. For less than $500 a donor receives a tote bag, mug, 
and complimentary drink. For levels starting at $500, a donor is entitled to a parking voucher 
(despite Southern Rep not controlling its own parking from venue to venue), among other 
increasingly unfeasible benefits. Packing and mailing the eight distinct thank-you packages at the 




A Permanent Space 
 Southern Rep has been actively searching for a permanent location. Acquiring one would 
eliminate the time and resources currently expended by the company in securing third-party 
venues. It would also mean avoiding the challenge of addressing each new location’s unique 
requirements, space considerations, and parking conditions. Having a more open and presentable 
office space on site would allow for greater flexibility in holding meetings amongst the staff and 
with outside groups. 
  A Large Talent Pool for Interns 
 New Orleans is home to four universities with theatre programs (Tulane, Loyola, UNO, 
and Dillard) from which Southern Rep can draw interns at both the undergraduate and graduate 
level, in addition to the prospect of drawing from programs in administrative areas such as 
communication, marketing, and, of course, arts administration. Continuing and expanding the 
company’s commitment to taking on interns in a variety of areas would be beneficial to the staff 
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during the fall-spring period of the Mainstage season especially, assuming interns are carefully 
selected for their capacity to provide meaningful assistance. 
Sponsorships and Community Partnerships 
 Southern Rep is dedicated to fostering community partnerships, typically in the form of 
turning designated performances into fundraisers for local nonprofits, as well as presenting 
productions “in partnership” with larger nonprofits such as the Tennessee Williams/New Orleans 
Literary Festival. As the practical reason for these partnerships is to expand the potential 
audience for Southern Rep’s productions, a more comprehensive approach to partnering would 
have a positive effect on the company’s reach. The opportunity exists for Southern Rep to foster 
partnerships and sponsorships that benefit the company beyond connecting with new audiences. 
This includes establishing relationships that can support Southern Rep’s work through 
fundraising and in-kind donations and assistance.  
 
Threats 
Changes in Foundation Support 
 Foundation support for the arts has declined since 2009.25 For a company as small as 
Southern Rep, the loss of even one relied-upon grant, or a reduction in the size of a grant 
compared to previous years, can have a drastic result. Southern Rep’s foundation support for 
Fiscal Year 2015 is anticipated to be $62,500, 25% of contributed income. The loss of an 
anticipated $10,000 or even $5,000 grant would have a significant impact on the ability of the 
company to carry out its mission. 
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 Southern Rep currently stands alone as the preeminent, nonprofit regional theatre 
company in New Orleans. This means that Southern Rep’s main competitors in local theatre 
production are newer, smaller companies, of which the NOLA Project has been the most 
prominent in the past few years. Although it has not happened in New Orleans yet, a theatre 
community that is home to two or three nationally recognized, professional year-round 
companies would be a challenge to Southern Rep’s current prominence in that sector. 
The Revitalization of Established Companies 
 In the past few years, local theatre companies such as Le Petit Theatre and venues such as 
the Saenger Theatre and the Orpheum Theater have returned to full operations and are back in 
the public eye. While a percentage of the audience for these institutions can be considered 
distinct from Southern Rep’s own, it is likely that there is a crossover audience as well. Southern 
Rep is likely to experience more competition from these companies now and in the future than it 





Chapter Four: Best Practices 
 
Management 
 In “A Great Confusion in Theater Management,” Wayne State University professor of 
theatre Anthony S. Rhine argues for a distinction between the concepts of leadership and 
management as they pertain to theatre administration.26 Rhine compares his own leadership 
theory to the management and leadership theories of two other experts. 
 Rhine begins by summarizing the ideas of management theory pioneer Peter F. Drucker. 
According to Rhine, Drucker conflates leadership and management and emphasizes the 
importance of hierarchy in management. In this view, a lack of authority leads to anarchy, and 
anarchy is “the absence of management.”27 For Drucker, good management makes people 
“capable of joint performance through common goals, common values, the right structure, and 
the training and development they need to perform and to respond to change.”28 
 Rhine contrasts Drucker’s work with that of James McGregor Burns, who also conflates 
management and leadership but claims that “leadership” is divided between transactional and 
transformational components. “Transactional leadership” is “based on a series of transactions 
between manager and managed” and Burns derives this concept from Drucker’s work on 
management.29 “Transformational leadership” gives power to employees through increased 
responsibility, assuming that said employees are the best equipped to address needs where they 
see them.30 
                                                             
26 Anthony S. Rhine, “A Great Confusion in Theatre Management,” Journal of Arts Management, Law & Society 36, 
No. 1 (2006): 33, Academic Search Complete, EBSCOhost (accessed February 28, 2015). 
27 Ibid., 35. 
28 Drucker, quoted in Rhine, “A Great Confusion in Theatre Management,” 35. 
29 Rhine, “A Great Confusion in Theatre Management,” 36. 
30 Ibid., 36. 
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 Rhine argues that the two forms of “leadership” described by Burns are actually forms of 
management. According to Rhine, the most important feature of true leadership is vision.31 
Rhine separates management and leadership, contending that leaders establish a vision for the 
future, while managers work to make that vision a reality using both the transactional and 
transformational approaches defined by Burns as “leadership”. Rhine claims that “clarity of 
goals is not necessarily a trait of leadership,”32 and “a manager, not the leader, assumes the 
clarification duties.”33 
 Looking at Southern Rep, Aimée Hayes’ leadership style can be compared most closely 
to Drucker’s management theory or Burns’ notion of “transactional leadership.” Burns’ 
“transformational leadership” is only used infrequently, and Rhine’s distinction between 
leadership and management is not made. Hayes provides the vision, but she also clarifies the 
goals and plays a significant role in developing the strategies. The rest of the staff responds to 
those goals but are not given the authority to implement change at any level without extensive 
consultation with Hayes. 
 Rhine’s essay includes the results of a survey he distributed to 396 theatre companies in 
the United States, with 206 responses. Individuals who completed the survey were to have hiring 
authority. They were asked to rate a series of fifty-seven traits from one to five, based on the 
importance that an applicant for a management position possess that trait. These fifty-seven traits 
were grouped into nine categories: character, leadership, board relations, 
fundraising/development, personnel management, labor relations, fiscal management, marketing 
and public relations, and theatre specific/artistic.34 The character (4.1), leadership (4.0), and 
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board relations (3.7) categories contained the traits considered most necessary by respondents. 
The traits in the fiscal management (3.0), marketing and public relations (3.0), and theatre 
specific/artistic (2.6) categories were on average considered the least necessary.35 It should be 
noted that these categories are ranked based on the mean of the traits contained within each 
category and that respondents were not asked to rank the categories themselves. For example, 
although the mean of the traits in the fiscal management category was lower than in most of the 
other categories, budgeting, one of eight fiscal management traits, had an average rating of 4.3, 
placing it near the top of the fifty-seven traits if they are not sorted into categories.36 
 Rhine emphasizes that the results of his survey are intended to help faculty in theatre 
management to better prepare their students for the expectations of prospective employers.37 It 
can also be assumed that the over two hundred officers and board members who participated 
based their responses on what their experience in the field leads them to consider the qualities 
necessary for successful leadership in a theatre company. 
 
Marketing 
 A marketing director or manager must take the vision of the artistic and managing 
directors (or in the case of Southern Rep, the producing artistic director) and construct out of it a 
marketing strategy. In her book Arts Marketing Insights, Joanne Scheff Bernstein writes that to 
plan this strategy, the marketing director should begin with a strategic analysis by considering 
the mission of the organization in comparison to the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, 
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opportunities, and threats.38 From here, a marketing plan can be devised by determining the goals 
for the period of time ahead, creating a strategy to accomplish those goals, and the means by 
which that strategy will be implemented.39 During the implementation of the marketing plan, the 
marketing director must continue to track the correlation between the strategy and sales results, 
adjusting tactics or even the strategy accordingly.40 The creation of a successful strategy requires 
careful segmentation, targeting, and positioning.41 
 Currently at Southern Rep, marketing efforts emphasize promotion and communication, 
involving advertising, direct marketing and public relations. The processes of developing, 
implementing, and tracking an overall marketing strategy are marginalized following any 
planning done at the start of the season. 
 Bernstein describes the concept of “augmented product,” in which the product offered by 
a theatre company is not simply a performance that can be seen by customers with the purchase 
of a ticket, but a number of ancillary benefits that a marketing director devises in order to sell the 
“core product.”42 Southern Rep does offer a large array of benefits associated with purchasing 
season subscriptions and is active in promoting special events such as talk-backs and benefits for 
certain performances at no additional charge. However, more work could be done to make the 
connection for the public between the cost of the ticket or the subscription on the one hand, and 
the value of the core and augmented products on the other. 
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40 Ibid., 70-71. 
41 Ibid., 81-84. 
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Boise Contemporary Theater 
 Boise Contemporary Theatre (BCT) is a company similar in its size, mission, and 
operations to Southern Rep Theatre, whose current status might reflect where Southern Rep 
would like to be in the future. In particular, BCT’s approach to individual donor fundraising 
could offer some insight into its growth.  
 Boise Contemporary Theater is a small, professional theatre company, founded in 1997, 
whose mission is “to create theater that invites all of us to imagine something new.”43 According 
to the Theatre Communications Group’s website, its budget for 2014-2015 is $750,000.44 It 
offers a September through June season of plays, with a focus on new and contemporary work, 
and operates under Actors Equity’s Small Professional Theatre (SPT) contract. 
 BCT operates its own stand-alone venue, opened in 2000. Its main stage is a 230-seat 
black box theater. The outfitting of the venue was aided by another local venue, the Egyptian 
Theatre, which donated its seats after a remodel, and the Idaho Historical Society, which has 
loaned the BCT a set of chandeliers for its main hall. 
 BCT’s 2014-2015 main stage season includes three world premieres (Narwhal! Unicorn 
of the Sea, Fata Morgana, and The Fisherman and His Soul) and one previously produced, 
contemporary play (Venus in Fur). The company is also producing the world premiere of a site-
specific piece with audience participation, SuperSecretSiteSpecificSomething, as an “add-on 
performance.” Despite its mission, BCT is not a member of the National New Play Network. 
 BCT’s output is supplemented by the 5x5 Reading Series and the Children’s Reading 
Series. Plays are presented in the form of readings, as with Southern Rep’s 6x6, but are given 
multiple performances, as with Southern Rep’s 3x3. Previously produced plays are chosen, but 
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BCT’s focus for new play development is in the main stage season, where three out of four plays 
this season are original, compared to two out of four (including one Rolling World Premiere) 
with Southern Rep. BCT’s education program is the BCT Theater Lab, with a one-week Spring 
Break Camp for ages 6-12, and a two-month Spring Session for ages 12-18. The older lab 
requires an audition. The purpose of the labs is for students in each session to write, rehearse, 
and perform a new play with the instruction and assistance of theatre professionals. Scholarships 
are available by request based on need. BCT also offers weekend workshops as “Flash Labs.” 
 According to the company’s website, the staff includes an artistic director, managing 
director, equity stage manager, finance director/development associate, patron communications 
director, associate artist/education director, associate artist, box office assistant, and accounting 
assistant. As with Southern Rep’s board of directors, BCT’s board of trustees has fourteen 
members. Comparing the two companies, the administration of BCT includes leadership (the 
artistic and managing directors), management (the finance director and patron communications 
director), and staff (the associate artists, the box office assistant, and accounting assistant), 
whereas the administration of Southern Rep includes a leader-manager (the producing artistic 
director) and management-staff (everyone else). 
 Like Southern Rep, BCT has eight levels of donor support, which the latter refers to as 
“membership.” BCT’s levels are much smaller that Southern Rep’s, at $5+, $50+, $100+, $250+, 
$500+, $1,000+, $2,000+, and finally a Producers Circle, which will be elaborated in the next 
paragraph. The benefits offered by BCT tend to be in the form of vouchers, invitations, special 
offers, and free tickets. Free parking for performances is offered, but at the $1,000 level rather 
than the $500 level at Southern Rep, and BCT is capable of consistently honoring this promise as 
its performances are all held in the same location, which is under its control. Starting the levels at 
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$5 allows donors with less disposable income to feel that their contributions are welcome and 
important. By offering benefits that reflect a cost for the company without requiring significant 
time or labor to produce, BCT conveys the value of philanthropic support without burdening the 
staff. 
 BCT’s Producers Circle asks supporters to pledge an amount of $1,000 or more per year 
for three years. This pledge drive, implemented in 2013, is referred to as an investment in the 
“artistic legacy” of BCT.45 The income from the Producers Circle is stated to go towards a 
building fund for the maintenance and improvement of the facility, operations expansion, and a 
five-year plan. This approach, including the use of a pledge card,46 is intended to help donors 
feel as if they are participating in a project together with the company. 
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Chapter Five: Recommendations 
 
Management 
 Since Southern Rep now employs a managing director in addition to a producing artistic 
director, the staff should be grouped into two overarching departments. The current 
development, marketing, and box office staff should work together under the authority of the 
managing director, while the current literary, education, and production staff should work 
together under the authority of the producing artistic director. As the staff adjusts to this 
structure, the part-time office manager should assist both the managing and producing artistic 
directors until such time as it is clear which department would make the most efficient use of her 
current job functions. 
 This recommendation assumes that Southern Rep intends to rehire for the positions of 
marketing director (vacant since February of 2015) and development director (vacant since 
September of 2014) at some point over the next twelve months. Given the important but time-
consuming nature of writing grant applications, Southern Rep should continue to employ a part-
time grant writer, while the development director would be responsible for individual donor 
fundraising, corporate sponsorship, and partnership strategies. 
 As the education director is already supported by the Intern Company in the summer, the 
literary and education directors should expand to use the assistance of interns during the fall-
spring season as well. It can be assumed that the cast and crew hired for each production would 
also fall under the authority of the producing artistic director, but that no additional year-round 
production staff would need to be hired beyond the current technical director. 
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 Each department should establish its goals for the July-June fiscal year and develop a 
strategy or strategies to achieve those goals. This includes looking at the successes and failures 
of previous years and taking a formalized and comprehensive approach to growth. The focus of 
the two directors should be to facilitate the implementation and tracking of their departments’ 
strategies, ceding day-to-day authority for ground-level decision making to the individual staff 
members under their control. 
 While individual staff members should be in regular dialogue with their directors, each 
overarching department should meet weekly in order for individual staff members to be kept 
informed of one another’s work. This is in addition to the current general staff meeting, which 
under the proposed system would likely only need to take place on an every-other-week or 
monthly basis. 
 Because of the overlapping nature of the responsibilities of development, marketing, and 
box office staff, great care should be taken by the managing director to ensure that each staff 
member has a clear understanding of his or her responsibilities. When the work of one staff 
member includes a component that should be performed by another, clear procedures should be 
in place to facilitate efficient collaboration. In addition to tracking goals and strategies, weekly 
departmental meetings should be used to organize collaborative efforts between staff members. 
 
Marketing 
 Southern Rep must develop and follow through with a detailed marketing strategy, and 
market segmentation and targeting in particular are two strategy components on which the 
company should focus. Southern Rep hired a firm to conduct market research over five years 
ago, and should do so again, as that data corresponds to a time in which Southern Rep had a 
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permanent venue and a corresponding larger audience. It is only after obtaining up-to-date 
information on its current and potential audiences that Southern Rep can begin to make informed 
decisions on segmentation and targeting. 
 The core ongoing programs of the Lagniappe Series—6x6, 3x3, and the New Play 
Bacchanal—are under-attended, and the marketing director and literary manager should work 
together to increase ticket sales for these programs over the next five years. During this period, 
the marketing director should plan a distinct marketing strategy for the Lagniappe Series, 
focusing on understanding the audience currently served by the Series, and how to attract more 
within that market segment as well as attract new audiences. Whereas current language regarding 
the Lagniappe Series focuses on what opportunities 6x6, 3x3, and the New Play Bacchanal offer 
to emerging theatre professionals, the marketing language should convey to potential audiences 
what these programs offer to them. Since Lagniappe programs tend to run only one or two 
performances at a time, the sixty percent attendance goal that might be typical for a production 
with multiple performances is not sufficient, and the goal should be to achieve attendance as 
close to one hundred percent as possible. This recommendation assumes that these programs 
cannot easily be expanded to more performances, which is likely the case given that a nearly full 
house for two performances of a 3x3 program is more cost-efficient than sixty percent house for 
four performances of the same program. 
 When marketing the Mainstage Season, the focus should be on creating a connection for 
potential single-ticket buyers between the cost of a ticket on the one hand and the value of the 
entire experience on the other. The dissemination of positive reviews during the week after 
opening cannot be the final statement from Southern Rep as to why a theatre-goer should attend 
the current production. Single-ticket buyers are not the same audience as subscribers, and the fact 
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that they have not purchased subscriptions at the start of the season suggests that they do not 
necessarily recognize the value of what Southern Rep offers without additional motivation. At 
the very least Southern Rep should acknowledge internally that there will always be a certain 
percentage of potential audience members each season who do not view their lifestyles as 
conducive to subscribing to the arts and therefore the company must communicate with them in 
ways distinct from how it communicates with core patrons. 
 E-blasts and social media accounts primarily reach those individuals who have already 
purchased tickets in the past. E-blasts should therefore only be used to make current patrons 
aware of special events and news, and to remind previous single-ticket buyers to purchase tickets 
for the current productions. The focus of social media should be on shareable and retweet-able 
content, which has the potential to exponentially increase engagement with Southern Rep’s 
social media content, and most importantly to reach individuals who do not currently follow 
Southern Rep’s activities. Press releases, collateral, and paid advertising, on the other hand, 
currently focus on basic information such as announcements, upcoming productions and special 
events and should be balanced with language and media aimed at appealing to new customers. 
The potential single-ticket buyers that encounter these marketing outputs can be considered the 
“general public,” as they are the individuals who have not elected to receive information directly 
from Southern Rep. 
 
Development 
 At present, Southern Rep’s fund development is strongest in the area of foundation 
support, and the areas for improvement include individual donor fundraising and corporate 
sponsorships. At least in the past few years, Southern Rep has considered grant writing to be the 
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primary function of the development staff member or members. As recommended earlier in this 
chapter, the responsibilities of grant writing should be spun off from the rest of fund 
development in order for any future development director to pay adequate attention to 
contributed income in its entirety. 
 Philanthropy must be encouraged at all income levels. Currently, donations under one 
hundred dollars are only explicitly requested at Mainstage performances, where all programs 
include an envelope requesting the bearer to insert twenty dollars and leave it in a designated jar. 
This approach is not especially successful for a number of reasons, including the unclear design 
of the envelopes and the resulting confusion of many patrons. The “Support Us” button, 
occasionally used in e-blasts and that leads to a Seat Advisor-based donation page on the 
website, is almost never clicked. Southern Rep should test multiple approaches until it 
determines a method by which small donations can be successfully encouraged. 
 The development director should begin by crafting the language explaining the need for 
donations. It cannot be to bridge the gap between the cost of a ticket and the expense of 
production (the problematic “the cost of a ticket only pays for half…” speech) but instead the 
need must be to support the work done outside of the Mainstage Season. In other words, 
audiences should be asked to support something beyond their own experience, rather than be 
asked to pay again for a luxury item (live theatre at forty dollars a seat) for which they have 
already concluded a transaction. The Lagniappe Series and Arts Education programs, referred to 
in grant applications as the “School to Stage Pipeline,” must be made to seem vital to potential 
donors. Donors should come to equate the value of their experience at the theatre—which they 
paid for with a ticket purchase—with the value of Southern Rep’s nonprofit work, in order to 
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feel the need to spend as much supporting Arts Education and emerging professionals as they 
spend to enjoy Mainstage productions. 
 Regarding corporate sponsorships, Southern Rep should endeavor over the next five 
years to secure the ongoing support of one to three major sponsors for each Mainstage Season, as 
opposed to the current, more erratic sponsorships, which often take the form of in-kind donations 
from such companies as Whole Foods. These relationships will prove especially valuable in the 
event that Southern Rep succeeds in finding a new permanent location, as sponsorships and 
partnerships will be vital to the special fundraising events and galas that will be necessary to 






 Southern Rep Theatre is a company with a well-defined mission and a strong reputation 
that has been made potentially vulnerable due to the loss of its permanent venue and increased 
competition from new and revitalized theatre companies in the city of New Orleans. In order to 
grow and continue to thrive, Southern Rep must revise its current administrative practices in 
favor of clearly delineated responsibilities and authorities. In addition, the company should 
conduct market research, plan and follow through with a marketing strategy every year, and 
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